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F LEEING R ATSKINS , V IOLENCIA O UTLAWED !
Guilders have made a statement this
afternoon regarding the menace that was
the “Silverskin” Ratskins; Unconfirmed
reports had been coming into the Tribune
since the weekends sporadic combat
around the town.
Some reports claimed that Violencia had
deliberately gone looking for the ‘Skins to
show the Guilders what they were missing,
others stated that it was a deal gone
wrong. Anghar Bak, scribe and representative for the Guilders made the following
statement;
‘The Guild of Merchants; Wal’s Hole
Division are pleased to announce that the
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menace that was the “Silverskins” has been
driven out of the dome, we can confirm
that the remainder of the gang has been
seen heading east toward Bert’s Town.
Although we are grateful for the assistance
of the gang Violencia, we cannot condone
the illegality of the comments made by its
members and have had no choice but to
blacklist all their members and declare
them Outlaw. All of their local holdings
have been seized and redistributed to
various sources.’
We has since discovered that the Guilders
have sold Violencia’s estates to House Van
Saar.
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After the King of
the Spire tournament had finished, I for one
was hoping that
the gang violence
would have
calmed down.
But as you are
about to read it is far from over.
I was walking to a local bar when a group
of very familiar ladies stepped out of the
shadows, one ominously spoke; “Terri
wants to talk with you again!”
My stomach jumped with excitement at
the thought of another meeting with the
mysterious gang leader, at the same time
my heart sank with fear of the thought of
the heavy weapons being aimed at me
again. Blindfolded again there was a short
walk from the bar and was lead to what
seemed to be a warehouse. Rushed inside I
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We also received
a hand written
letter from
Mackey the
Leader of Violencia (Please
excuse their
spelling);
‘So the dam Guilders and Escher thinks we
are finished? They will haveta dreem on, we
are gonna wipe out this town, you pissed us
off now we want revenge!’
Once again Guilders refused to comment on
the statement.
Report By Bud Cratchitt
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was lead towards a room and once inside
the door was closed and my blindfold
removed. Terri was sitting at a table
cleaning her chainsword she looks towards
me, pointing towards a chair and said;
“Mr. Campbell, I have granted you this
second interview as I feel a need for your
services again.”
Gulping as I sat down and pulling out my
note pad, I asked how I could help to
which she replied;
“I want to talk about the Spire tournament, the “Crozius Arse-ones”, the
“loonies” and the “rats “. “Crosius”; Revenge is a dish best served cold and it is
very cold in the depths of the Wal's Hole
and you “Rats” if you don’t want to be
next do stay out of my way! Now back to
the “Crozius Arse-ones“, whose leader will
now be known as “the traitor”! So when
we take you down to the bottom of the
hive and as you walk down that passage

way, stinking of your blood; Not only will
you lose your name but you will also lose
your face!” as she finished talking, she picked
up her chainwsord and flicking the activation
switch she revved the motor menacingly.
Quickly looking to change the subject I
asked her about the new Escher groups
coming into Wal’s hole, namely; “The
Queens of the Thunderdome”, “Azazel’s
Angels” and “TheT Girls”. “, looking at me
she replied;
“I will take their heads and they will fall by
the way side and be forgotten , It’s time for
you to go now I have new juves to inspect.
Girls take him away!”
As I was lead out of the warehouse I noticed
2 very young looking girls standing there
holding knifes, they hissed as I passed them.
The next thing I remember was a sharp pain
in my arm and I woke up in front of the
Tribune’s office.

With the recent occupation of the old
Violencia territories like Pel's Hill, the
Dogs Head drinking hole and a few ruins,
the welcoming of Ivan's Roughnecks was
surprisingly a good one. With what I'd
heard about Violencia's bully boys and
what they did to the settlement, the Van'
Saars have tried to calm the population
with repairs to various properties and
encouragement to show that they are here
to uphold the peace that the Arbites
couldn't. With the drinks offers that they
are offering in the dog's head it's clear why
they are now so popular with buy one get
one free drinks.
Upon entering the Dog’s Head I was
ushered into a back room where I got to
meet the gang’s leader “Ivan”, I asked him

what did he think about the chance to
occupy the territories that were once
owned by one of the most feared gangs in
Wal’s hole? His response was (translated
from his thick Van Saar brogue);
‘I couldn't give a rat’s arse who owned
them! They're ours now and we plan to
clean up the mess those muscle bound
morons left behind, not to mention try and
get the Pel's Hills people to support our
cause."
I also asked him are they surprised at the
welcome they have had. He responded
with;
‘To be honest William, we are not really
surprised. The trouble they (Violencia)
brought upon Wal’s Hole and Pel's Hill,
the people they welcomed an offer of a
quieter life which we're hoping to provide.
Since the Arbites claim they have a grip on
the lawlessness in the area and we say they
obviously do not! So we are going take up

• Dog’s Head Drinking hole under
new management again!
• Tribune size to grow, price will
remain the same.
• Famous Bounty Hunter Kal Jericho spends week at Hadley’s
Hope. Reports now say he is hunting Outlaws.
• Arbites report Neuron Plague in
W0LV35 has been wiped out,
restrictions on travel expected to
be removed soon.
• Green Hiver boom brings income
for everyone as locals take advantage of the travelers.
• Tribune is looking for reporters, if
you have a story to tell contact
our offices before end of day (5pm
Terra Standard Time)
• All vandalized vents and tunnels
are now safe for passage.
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Report by Bruce Campbell

V AN S AARS O CCUPY O UTLAW ’ S T ERRITORIES
On my expectations of what I know about
the Van Saar, I was not surprised to see
quality of the operation that they had
going.
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the role that the
Arbites can't fill
and as for Violencia; if we encounter them we'll
defend what we
can with what
resources we has
available.’
At that point he
told me he had pressing matters to attend to
and I was escorted to the bar and given a
drink “on the house”.
I'm not sure where these guys come from
since they all had this weird accent but
apparently they plan on staying long term.
Let’s see what Wal’s Hole has in store for
these newcomers. I'm guessing the “Twisted
Sisters” are not going be happy with a new
gang on the block taking up their rivals
territories!
Report by Will McTingle

• Silverskin Totem Warrior
“Longstaff”, his destroyed body is
on show at Guilder’s Office as a
warning to Ratskins.

++The Dog’s Head++
Best synth-ale in Wal’s
Hole, best prices!
Buy one Get one free on
all drinks!
Ratskins, Skavvys and
Preachers not welcome!
Under New Management!
Ask for Ivan’s Roughnecks.
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